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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Invest 91L is moving inland the lower Texas coast this morning.  However, it continues to interact with high pressure to the 
north and east.  This is allowing for moderate southerly to southeasterly winds offshore the lower Texas coast along with 
moderate to rough seas.  From the upper Texas coast eastwards, fresh to strong easterly to southeasterly winds are noted 
along with rough seas.  As the low weakens inland, the pressure gradient will decrease across the northern Gulf.  By tomorrow
morning, winds will be easterly to southeasterly at moderate to fresh levels and seas will have decreased to moderate levels 
over the eastern Gulf but maintain rough heights over the western Gulf.  Seas across the northern Gulf will become moderate 
by tomorrow evening.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Then through next week, the center of high pressure will meander over the northeastern Gulf.  This will allow for winds over 
the western and central Gulf to be southeasterly at moderate to occasionally fresh levels supporting moderate seas.  Over the
eastern Gulf, winds will be variable to southeasterly at gentle to occasionally moderate levels supporting slight seas.  There 
will be the occasional risk for some showers or isolated thunderstorms mainly offshore the Texas coast.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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